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Abstract
The class of n∗-complete hypergroups is introduced. Several properties and examples are found
and a geometric interpretation is given by means of hypergraphs. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper we introduce the class of n-complete hypergroups, by generalizing
the notion of n-complete hypergroup [7]: a hypergroup H is said to be n-complete if
9n 2 N  such that (n )H = H and (n−1)H 6= (n )H .
In Section 4, we study in particular, the 2-complete hypergroups, by proving that
four is the minimum cardinality of hypergroups which cannot be 2-complete and
make evident that almost all the best known classes of hypergroups (1-hypergroups,
complete hypergroups, (H;G)-hypergroups, join spaces, feebly canonical hypergroups,
Steiner hypergroups) are 2-complete.
The aforesaid results allow us to give a new and interesting characterization of the
heart of a canonical hypergroup.
In the last section, we present a geometric interpretation, by using the notion of
simple hypergraph associated to a hypergroup.
2. Notations and recalls
In this paper H = (H; ) denotes a proper hypergroup (i.e. nongroup).
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We recall now some introductory denitions and properties which will be used in
the next sections.
For every n 2 N−f1g we shall write (n )H to denote the transitive closure of the
relation (n)H dened as follows: 8(x; y) 2 H 2; x(n)Hy , 9 (z1; z2; : : : ; zn) 2 Hn
such that fx; ygQni=1 zi. Moreover, one puts (1)H = f(x; x) j x 2 Hg and ()H =S
n2N∗(n)H . It is known that in every hypergroup H = 

H [6]. When it is un-
derstood which hypergroup is being considered, ; nn will be written in place of
H ; (n)H ; (n )H . In general, if R is a relation of equivalence on a set A, then 8S 2
P(A)− f;g we shall put R(S) =Sx2S R(x).
Given a hypergroup H , the quotient H=R of H modulo a regular equivalence R
becomes a hypergroup under the following hyperoperation:
8(x; y) 2 (H=R)2; x ⊗ y = fz : z 2 x  yg:
If R is strongly regular then H=R is a group. We recall that  is the smallest strongly
regular equivalence on H .
Let ’ : H ! H= be the canonical projection. The heart of H is the set !H =
’−1(1H=).
Starting from H it is possible to construct two hypergroups on the underlying set
H [ fxg with x 62 H , by dening the following hyperoperation :
8(a; b) 2 H 2; a  b= a  b;
8a 2 H a  x = x  a= fxg; x  x 2 fH;H [ fxgg: (2.1)
In the rest such hypergroups will be called x-enlargements of H .
A hypergroup H is said to be n-complete if 8(z1; z2; : : : ; zn) 2 Hn;
Qn
i=1 zi=(
Qn
i=1 zi).
One proves that if H is n-complete then  = n.
In case of n=2, the 2-complete hypergroups coincide with the complete hypergroups.
A hypergroup H is called 1-hypergroup if !H is a singleton.
A commutative hypergroup is called a join space if
8(a; b; c; d) 2 H 4; a=b \ c=d 6= 0 ) (a  d) \ (b  c) 6= 0 (2.2)
(where 8(x; y) 2 H 2; x=y = fz 2 H j x 2 y  zg).
A hypergroup H is regular if it has at least one identity and every element has at
least one inverse.
A regular hypergroup is said to be reversible if, denoting 8x 2 H with i(x) the set
of the inverses of x, one has
8(a; b; x) 2 H 3 a 2 b  x ) 9x0 2 i(x) : b 2 a  x0;
a 2 x  b) 9x00 2 i(x) : b 2 x00  a: (2.3)
A commutative reversible hypergroup is canonical if it has a scalar identity and
8x; i(x) is a singleton.
A commutative reversible hypergroup is called feebly canonical if
8(a; x) 2 H 2; 8fu; vg i(x); u  a= v  a: (2.4)
As regards all the other concepts and notations used in this paper, we refer to [2].
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3. n∗ -Complete hypergroups
We begin with some properties which are valid in every hypergroup. They concern
the relation n and will be proved only for n> 1. The case n = 1 is always trivially
true.
Proposition 3.1. (a) n n+1; 8n 2 N;
(b) n  n+1; 8n 2 N.
Proof. (a) 8(x; y) 2 H 2; xny ) 9(z1; z2; : : : ; zn) 2 Hn : fx; yg
Qn
i=1 zi. But H is a
hypergroup and so 9(t1; t2) 2 H 2 such that zn 2 t1  t2, whence fx; yg z1  z2     
zn−1  t1  t2, i.e. xn+1y.
(b) At once from (a).
We prove now the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. 8(a; b; x) 2 H 3; anb ) [(a  x)n+1(b  x) and (x  a)n+1(x  b)].
Proof. If anb then 9 (z1; z2; : : : ; zm) 2 Hm : a= z0nz1nz2 : : : zmnzm+1 = b. It follows
that 8j, 06j6m; 9 (j1; j2; : : : ; jn) 2 Hn : fzj; zj+1g
Qn
i=1 
j
i : Therefore 8j; 06j6m;
zj  x
Qn
i=1 
j
i  x zj+1  x, that is (zj  x)n+1(zj+1  x) and nally (a  x)n+1(b  x).
The rest can be proved in an analogous way.
The preceding lemma allows us to prove the following statements.
Proposition 3.3. n = 

n+1 ) n+1 = n+2.
Proof. It suces to prove that n+2 n+1. If fx; yg
Qn+2
i=1 zi, then 9ft1; t2g
Qn+1
i=1 zi
such that x 2 t1  zn+2 and y 2 t2  zn+2. Obviously t1n+1t2 and so t1n t2. Therefore,
for the preceding lemma (t1  zn+2)n+1(t2  zn+2) whence xn+1y.
Corollary 3.4. If there exists an n 2 N such that n = n+1 then  = n .
Proof. It results in 1  2    n=n+1=  =m=   and so =
S
t2N∗ t 
S
t2N∗
t = 

n . Since 

n  , we obtain the thesis.
Let 0 = ;. We introduce a new class of hypergroups:
Denition. A hypergroup H is said to be n-complete if there exists an n 2 N such
that n =  and 

n 6= n−1.
Corollary 3.5. A hypergroup H is n-complete if and only if n+1 n 6= n−1.
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Remark 3.6. H is a group if and only if it is 1-complete.
Remark 3.7. H is n-complete if and only if n is the minimum integer such that H=n
is a group.
Now, we prove the following.
Proposition 3.8. Every nite hypergroup is n-complete.
Proof. Since H is nite, the succession 1  2    n     is stationary and so
9n 2 N : n =  and n−1 6= n .
Remark 3.9. In general, for every nite hypergroup, 9m 2 N :  = m but an integer
p6m can exist such that  = p.
The class of n-complete hypergroups is contained in one of the n-complete hyper-
groups. In fact:
Proposition 3.10. If H is an n-complete hypergroup then 9m6n: H is m-complete.
Proof. Obviously, n =  and so n =  whence the assertion.
Proposition 3.11. If 8(v; w) 2 !2H ; vnw then  = n+1.
Proof. If xy then 9(v; w) 2 !2H : y 2 x v and x 2 x w. But for the hypothesis vnw
and so, using Lemma 3.2, (x  v)n+1(x  w), whence xn+1y.
We observe that in case n is the minimum integer such that the hypothesis of
Proposition 3.11 is valid then necessarily =n or =

n+1. In consequence, we have:
Corollary 3.12. If 8(u; w) 2 !2H ; unw and 9(u0; w0) 2 !2H such that u0 62 n−1(w0);
then H is n-complete or (n+ 1)-complete.
Remark 3.13. Both of the two possibilities of Corollary 3.12 are veriable, as the
following examples show:
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Now we will prove that the property to be n-complete is preserved when one passes
from a hypergroup H to a KH hypergroup.
We remember that a KH hypergroup is a hypergroup constructed from a hypergroup
H=(H; ) and a family fA(x)gx2H of non-empty sets such that 8(x; y) 2 H 2; x 6= y )
A(x)\ A(y) = ;, setting KH =
S
x2H A(x) and dening the following hyperoperation :
8(a; b) 2 K2H ; a 2 A(x); b 2 A(y); a  b=
[
z2xy
A(z):
In this case KH is said to be a KH hypergroup generated by H .
Retracing the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 of [3], one can prove in an almost similar
way the following lemma.
Lemma 3.14. 8(x; y) 2 H 2 and 8(u; v) 2 A(x)  A(y); the following conditions are
pairwise equivalent:
(a) u(n )KH v;
(b) x(n )Hy;
(c) A(x)(n )KH A(y).
We go on with the following theorem:
Theorem 3.15. 8n>2; (n )H = H , (n )KH = KH .
Proof. In order to prove the right implication, it suces to show that (n )KH is strongly
regular. Let u(n )KH v. So, there exists (x; y) 2 H 2 such that u 2 A(x) and v 2 A(y).
For Lemma 3.14, it follows that A(x)(n )KH A(y) and x(

n )Hy. Let t 2 KH with
t 2 A(z); z 2 H . Since u  t = S2xz A() and v  t =
S
2yz A(); 8w 2 u  t;
9w 2 x  z : w 2 A(w) and 8s 2 v  t; 9s 2 y  z : s 2 A(s). Obviously (n )H
is strongly regular and so, from x(n )Hy, it follows that (x  z)(n )H (y  z) and in
consequence w(n )Hs, whence, considering again Lemma 3.14, w(

n )KH s that is
(u  t)(n )KH (v  t). This proves the strong regularity on the right. In the same manner,
one can show the strong regularity on the left.
To prove the converse let us suppose that x(n )Hy and, xed z 2 H , let  2 xz;  2
y  z. From the lemma it follows that A(x)(n )KH A(y) and so 8(u; v) 2 A(x)  A(y),
u(n )KH v. If t 2 A(z), then it follows that u  t =
S
2xz A() and v  t =
S
2yz A().
Since (n )KH is strongly regular, (u  t)(n )KH (v  t) and therefore A()(n )KH A(),
whence for Lemma 3.14, (n )KH .  and  being arbitrary elements, respectively, in
x  z and y  z, we deduce that (x  z)(n )H (y  z). Then (n )H is strongly regular on
the right. Analogously, one can prove the strong regularity on the left. This completes
the proof.
As an immediate consequence of the theorem we can state the following:
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Corollary 3.16. 8n>2; H is n-complete , KH is n-complete.
Remark 3.17. The case n=1 regards KH hypergroups which are generated by groups
(i.e. complete hypergroups). The corollary becomes the following statement: H is
1-complete , KH is a complete hypergroup (which turns out to be 1-complete
or 2-complete according to KH is a group or a proper hypergroup).
4. 2∗ -Complete hypergroups
We begin to prove that there do not exist proper hypergroups (i.e. nongroups) which
have less than four elements and are not 2-hypergroups. We need an easy lemma:
Lemma 4.1. If P denotes the family of the hyperproducts of two elements of H
and there exists a family A = fA1; A2; : : : ; ApgP such that Ai \ Ai+1 6= ;
(i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; p− 1g) and Spi=1 Ai = H then H is 2-complete and !H = H .
We prove now the following.
Proposition 4.2. If H has two or three elements and H is not a group; then H is
2-complete.
Proof. If H has order two, considering that H is not a group, then 9(x; y) 2 H 2 :
x  y = H . Therefore 2 =  and nally 2 = .
If H has three elements and H does not satisfy the conditions of the preceding
lemma, then H has, unless isomorphisms, one of the following 9 hyperoperations
(cf. [8]):
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For Remark 4.10, all the aforesaid hypergroups are 2-complete.
Proposition 4.3. The minimum cardinality of proper hypergroups which are not
2-complete is four.
Proof. Let H be the following hypergroup:
We observe that 8(x; y; z) 2 H 3; x  y  z=H and thus H is 3-complete. Moreover,
it results in H = !H while jH=∗2 j = 2 and so 2   with 2 6= . Therefore H is
3-complete but it is not 2-complete.
Now we generalize the notion of regular equivalence on a hypergroupoid H=(H; ):
Denition. An equivalence R on H is called feebly regular to the right if 8 (x; y) 2
H 2, one has 8a 2 H; 9u 2 x  a and 9v 2 y  a such that uRv.
Analogously, we dene the feeble regularity to the left. An equivalence feebly regular
to the right and to the left is called feebly regular.
Proposition 4.4. Let H = (H; ) be a hypergroup. The following ve conditions are
equivalent:
(a) H is 2-complete;
(b) 2 is strongly regular;
(c) 2 is regular;
(d) 2 is feebly regular;
(e) 8(x; y) 2 H 2; x2y ) 8a 2 H; [2 (x  a) \ 2 (y  a) 6= ;] and [2 (a  x)\
2 (a  y) 6= ;].
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Proof. Obviously, (a)) (b)) (c)) (d).
We prove now that (d)) (e). Since 9 2 (x  a) and 9 2 (y  a) such that 2, it
follows that 2 () 2 (x  a) and 2 () 2 (y  a). But 2 () = 2 () and this fact
proves the implication.
We show that (e)) (b). Let x2y. Certainly 8a 2 H; 9 2 2 (x  a) and 9 2
2 (y  a) such that 2. Thus it follows 2 (x  a)=2 ()=2 ()=2 (y  a) whence
8z 2 x  a and 8t 2 y  a; z2 t. Analogously, one can prove the strong regularity to
the left.
Finally (b)) (a), being 2   and considering that  is the smallest strongly regular
equivalence on a hypergroupoid H .
Corollary 4.5. In every hypergroup H=(H; ) the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) H is 2-complete;
(b) (H=2 ;⊗) is a group;
(c) (H=2 ;⊗) is a hypergroup.
Proposition 4.6. In every hypergroup H = (H; ) one has
2 =  , 8(x; y) 2 H 2; 9z 2 H : 2 (x)  2 (y) 2 (z):
Proof. The right implication is a consequence of the fact that 8a 2 H; 2 (a) = C(a)
(where C(a) denotes the complete closure of the singleton fag, see [2]). It remains
to prove that 2 is strongly regular. If x

2y then 

2 (x) = 

2 (y) and so 8a 2 H ,
2 (x)  2 (a) = 2 (y)  2 (a). For the hypothesis, there exists an element z 2 H such
that 2 (x)  2 (a) = 2 (y)  2 (a) 2 (z). Therefore 8t 2 x  a and 8u 2 y  a one
has ft; ug 2 (z) and nally t2u. In the same way, it is possible to prove the strong
regularity to the left.
The class of 2-complete hypergroups is large enough. In fact it contains trivially
all the hypergroups such that 9(x; y) 2 H 2 : x  y = H .
Moreover, it contains the classes of x-enlargements, 1-hypergroups, Steiner hyper-
groups, (H;G)-hypergroups, Join spaces and feebly canonical hypergroups, as the
following propositions show:
Proposition 4.7. If H is an x-enlargement; then it is 2-complete.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, it suces to observe that if x  x =H − fxg then = 2 with
(x) = fxg and (t) = H − fxg; 8t 2 H − fxg.
Remark 4.8. Observe that any x-enlargement of the hypergroup H of Proposition 4.3
contains H as its ultraclosed subhypergroup. Considering that H is not 2-complete
and taking into account the preceding proposition, this proves that the property to be
2-complete does not pass to the subhypergroups (even if these are ultraclosed).
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Proposition 4.9. If H is 1-hypergroup; then H is 2-complete.
Proof. !H being a singleton feg, we have that the classes modulo  are the hyper-
products e  a, 8a 2 H . It follows at once that  = 2 = 2 .
Remark 4.10. Note that the last table in Proposition 4.2 represents a 1-hypergroup,
while the remaining tables represent c-enlargement and so they are 2-complete hyper-
groups.
Proposition 4.11. Every Steiner hypergroup is 2-complete.
Proof. In such hypergroups 8(x; y) 2 H 2; fx; yg xy results and so x2y. Therefore
 = 2 = 2 .
Proposition 4.12. If K=(K; ) is a proper (H;G)-hypergroup; then it is 2-complete.
Proof. We remember that a (H;G)-hypergroup K = (K; ) is contructed from a group
G = (G; ), a hypergroup H = (H; ), a family fAigi2G of non-empty and pairwise
disjoint sets with A1G = H , posing K =
S
i2G Ai and dening the hyperoperation:
8(x; y) 2 H 2; x  y = x  y;
8(x; y) 2 Ai  Aj; if (i; j) 6= (1; 1) and i  j = k; x  y = Ak:
It is known that 8a 2 K , a 2 Ai, CK (a) = Ai. Therefore 8(x; y) 2 H 2, supposing
x 2 Ai, y 2 Aj, we have xy ) CK (x) = CK (y) ) Ai = Aj. But, obviously, 9(u; v) 2
K2: u  v= Ai and so fx; yg u  v, i.e. x2y. Consequently,  = 2 = 2 .
Corollary 4.13. The hypergroups of cardinality n; such that !H has m elements and
there are n− m+ 1 classes modulo ; are 2-complete.
Proof. Follows at once on taking into account the preceding proposition and
Theorem 3 of [4].
Proposition 4.14. Every join space is 2-complete.
Proof. Suppose H = (H; ) is a join space which is unlike a group. We will prove
that 3 2 . If t3u then 9(z1; z2; z3) 2 H 3 such that ft; ug z1  z2  z3 = z1  z3  z2. It
follows that 9fa1; a2g z1  z2 and 9fb1; b2g z1  z3 such that t 2 (a1  z3)\ (b1  z2)
and u 2 (a2  z3)\ (b2  z2). Therefore z1 2 a1=z2 \ b2=z3 and so, being H a join space,
one obtains that (a1  z3)\ (b2  z2) 6= ;. Therefore, 9w 2 (a1  z3)\ (b2  z2) such that
ft; wg a1  z3, fw; ug b2  z2 whence t2u. For Corollary 3.4, the thesis follows.
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Corollary 4.15. Canonical hypergroups and feebly canonical hypergroups are
2-complete.
Proof. At once, taking in account that a commutative hypergroup is canonical if and
only if, it is a join space with scalar identity (Theorem 167, [2]) and, for Corollary 3.16
that the class of feebly canonical hypergroups coincides with the class of KH hyper-
groups generated by canonical hypergroups (see [5]).
Examples. We give now two examples which prove that failing the reversibility or the
condition (2.4), one can obtain commutative regular hypergroups with scalar identity
which are not 2-complete.
H1 is not reversible, since d 2 c  d and c 62 d  d−1 = d  c = fa; dg. One has
H1 =!H1 ; 

2 (a)= fa; dg, 2 (b)= fb; cg and so 2 6= . Moreover, c  c  c= fb; c; dg,
d d d= fa; c; dg and then H1 is 3-complete. Note that 3 6= 3 , while 4 = 4 = ,
since d  d  d  d= H1.
H2 is reversible and we have i(c) = i(d) = fc; dg. Moreover, a  c 6= a  d and so
H2 is not feebly canonical. H2 is not 2-complete, in fact c  c  c= fc; dg and so cd
but c 62 2 (d).
Whether quasicanonical hypergroups and feebly quasicanonical hypergroups are
2-complete remains an open problem.
The preceding results allow us to give a new characterization of the heart of a
canonical hypergroup. To this aim we suggest a lemma.
Proposition 4.16. If H = (H; ) is a canonical hypergroup; then 8(t; u) 2 H 2;
t2u, there exists an a 2 H such that (t  a) \ (u  a) 6= ;.
Proof. If t2u then 9(a; b) 2 H 2 such that ft; ug a  b. For reversibility b 2 (t 
a−1)\ (u  a−1) and this proves the right implication. Conversely if 9a 2 H such that
(t  a) \ (u  a) 6= ; then 8w 2 (t  a) \ (u  a); ft; wgw  a−1 and so t2u.
As an obvious consequence of Corollary 4.15 and Lemma 4:16, we have
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Corollary 4.17. Let H = (H; ) be a canonical hypergroup. 8(t; u) 2 H 2; tu ,
9r1; r2; : : : ; rp−1; a1; a2; : : : ; ap 2 H such that
(t  a1) \ (r1  a1) 6= ;
(r1  a2) \ (r2  a2) 6= ;
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
(rp−1  ap) \ (u  ap) 6= ;
Therefore, we can state the aforesaid characterization of !H .
Corollary 4.18. In every canonical hypergroup; the heart is the set of the elements u
such that 9r1; r2; : : : ; rp−1; a1; a2; : : : ; ap 2 H :
a1 2 (r1  a1)
(r1  a2) \ (r2  a2) 6= ;
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
(rp−1  ap) \ (u  ap) 6= ;
5. Hypergroups and associated hypergraphs
Let H be a set and let E = fEi j i 2 Ig be a family of subsets of H . The family E
is said to be a hypergraph on H if
(a) Ei 6= ;; 8i 2 I ;
(b)
S
i2I Ei = H .
The couple X = (H;E) is called a hypergraph. The elements of H are called the
vertices and the sets Ei are called the edges. If the edges Ei are all distinct, the
hypergraph is called simple. In a hypergraph X = (H;E), a chain is dened to be a
sequence (x1; E1; x2; E2; : : : ; Eq; xq+1) such that
(1) x1; x2; : : : ; xq are all distinct vertices of X ;
(2) E1; E2; : : : ; Eq are all distinct edges of X ;
(3) fxk ; xk+1gEk; 8k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; qg.
If there is a chain in the hypergraph that starts at vertex a and terminates at vertex
b, then we shall write a  b. The relation a  b is an equivalence relation, where
classes are called the connected components of the hypergraph.
For AH , we dene Star1(A) = Star(A) =
SfEi 2 E jEi \ A 6= ;g and
8p 2 N − f1g; Starp(A) = Star(Starp−1(A)). Moreover, let S(A) =
S
p2N∗ Starp(A).
In particular, if A= fxg, we shall write Starp(x) and S(x) instead of Starp(fxg) and
S(fxg).
Now, let H be a hypergroup. 8m 2 N, we shall denote by Pm the set of the
hyperproducts of (m+ 1) elements of H . Let Xm = (H;Pm) be the simple hypergraph
associated to H and let Sm(x) = S(x).
Finally, we observe that given a proper hypergroup H and the associated hypergraph
Xn=(H;Pn), supposing that Xn and Xn−1 do not have the same connected components,
the following statements are pairwise equivalent:
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(i) H is (n+ 1)-complete;
(ii) CH (x) = Sn(x), 8x 2 H ;
(iii) 8x 2 H , CH (x) is a connected component of Xn;
(iv) Xn and Xm have the same connected components, 8m>n.
As an immediate consequence, we can state the following:
In every 2-complete hypergroup H; !H = S1(u); 8u 2 !H .
6. For further reading
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: [1].
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